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La Villa Florentine 

"Great Standing in Old Town"

Exuding charm, this five star hotel comes with everything you would

expect in terms of comfort and quality, but the Villa Florentine also

provides one of the most beautiful views of Lyon. Go down the road, and

you are in the heart of old Lyon, climb up and you take in the whole view

of the town, sitting on a bench of the majestic Basilique de Fourvière. The

hotel rooms are elegantly done up in warm hues. You can also host your

business and private events at the hotel's meeting rooms. The in-house

restaurant is Terasse de Lyon, which is a fine diner's dream come true,

with its exotic cuisine and extensive wine list.

 +33 4 7256 5656  www.villaflorentine.com/  villaflorentine@villaflorenti

ne.com

 25 Montée Saint-Barthélemy,

Lyon

 by Booking.com 

Sofitel Lyon Bellecour Hotel 

"Cosy & Comfortable"

The façade of this impressive building gives an image of a luxurious

interior: under a majestic porch, a red carpet awaits and a doorman

welcomes each visitor. At this hotel, you are the star and the staff is

pleased to cater to all of your desires. What's more, the location is a

hundred meters from the Place Bellecour where shops, cinemas and

restaurants make up the majority of the neighborhood. Maintaining the

luxurious standard of Sofitel, the Bellecour Hotel brings its own local

flavor to the experience. The premises also houses a Michelin star

restaurant.

 +33 4 7241 2020  www.sofitel.com/gb/hotel-

0553-sofitel-lyon-

bellecour/index.shtml

 H0553@sofitel.com  20 Quai du Docteur

Gailleton, Lyon

 by Booking.com 

Best Western Saphir Lyon 

"Opportune Stay"

Located in the Gorge de Loup business area, Best Western Saphir Lyon is

350 metres from Gorge de Loup Metro Station and just one stop from

Vieux Lyon. Lyon Perrache Train Station and Part-Dieu Train Station are

both within a 15-minute drive from the hotel. Free WiFi is provided. The air-

conditioned rooms have a 82 cm flat-screen TV with Canal+ and RMC

Sport channels and a safety deposit box. The private bathroom has a light

mirror, hairdryer, and ecologically friendly free toiletries. A courtesy tray

including a free water bottle is offered. The Saphir Lyon provides a

breakfast buffet or a continental breakfast. The hotel’s restaurant, Les

Tournesols, serves traditional and regional cuisine. Guests can also relax

in the bar or drink tea and coffee in their guest room or on the terrace. Hot

and cold snacks are available 24/7. Additional facilities include a meeting

room. The Saphir Lyon Best Western is easily accessible by the A6

motorway, a 2 km drive away. A private, secured and covered car park is

available for a supplement.

 +33 4 7883 4875  www.bestwestern.fr/en/ho

tel-Lyon,Best-Western-

Saphir-Lyon,93659

 reservation@bestwestern-

saphirlyon.fr

 18 rue Louis Loucheur, Lyon
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